Restore
Your headlights to as new condition

A comprehensive kit designed to restore
your headlights to as new condition!

Dramatically more

Light Output
Improves night driving safety

Tests conducted by Invision found that the light
output of a UV damaged lens is greatly reduced
due to the fogging and abrasion on the surface
of the lens. This reduced light output means the
headlights are operating well below their original
design specification which is dangerous for drivers
when using their headlights at night.

This is especially important for older drivers who
require more light to see at night.
The light output was measured before the headlight
restoration process, then after it on vehicles that
you would consider not really bad.
In a number of cases, the light output on the
restored headlight increases by 183%.

+ 183 %
increase in light output
after the restoration
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Long Life

Protection

The high gloss, UV coat difference
During the headlight restoration process, the
Invision system removes all the old coatings
from the lens and creates an ultra clean, smooth
surface. The final process is the application of a
high gloss, UV resistant coating that enhances
the cystal clear finish while providing a long life
protective coating for the headlight.

The Invision Headlight restoration system restores
the headlights back to ‘as new’ condition. Not
only is it an essential safety process but it also
rejuvenates the overall appearance of the vehicle.
All the kits in the Invision Headlight restoration
range include this unique finish. It’s easy to apply
and delivers amazing results.

Trade Pack
The cost effective way
for trade workshops
Restores up to

10

Cars

Part No. HRK02
Designed for trade workshops to economically restore
the headlights of up to ten vehicles.
Kit Contents:
400 Grade Sandpaper Qty: 10
1000 Grade Sandpaper Qty: 10
2000 Grade Sandpaper Qty: 10
3000 Grade Sandpaper Qty: 10
Yellow-X Cleaner 60mL Qty: 2
UV Clear Coat 60mL Qty: 1
UV Clear Coat Application Cloth (Blue Cloth) Qty: 10
Protective Glove Qty: 1
Not supplied in the kit: Water bottle or hose,
		
masking tape

Pro Kit

Pro Kit is a complete workshop solution
for high volume headlight restorations.

The fast and professional
solution for workshops
Restores up to

50

The Pro Kit is designed to service 50 vehicles and all the components come in a solid case that can be
easily restocked with all ordering details on the inside lid. The kit is specifically designed with high volume
workshops in mind as the included electric orbital sander dramatically shortens the time it takes to service
a vehicle.
The market for vehicles needing restoration is enormous, so Pro Kit Headlight Restoration is an
opportunity to create new income for your business.

Cars

Part No. HRK03
Designed for the trade to deliver the highest quality
finish at the most economical price.
Pro Kit also includes a professional electric sander to
dramatically reduce restoration time.

Pro Kit Contents
HRK07
HRK08
HRK09
HRK10
HRK11
HRK12
HRK13
HRK15

Yellow-X Cleaner
UV Clear Coat
400 Grade Sanding Disk
1000 Grade Sanding Disk
2000 Grade Sanding Disk
3000 Grade Sanding Disk
UV Clear Coat Applicator
Electric Orbital Sander

Qty 4
Qty 4
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 1

Note: Masking tape, cleaning cloth, protective
glove and water bottle not supplied.

Five Easy Steps to restore
headlights to as new condition

A headlight restoration will dramatically improve the
look and the light output of damaged headlights.
The Invision Headlight Restoration system is a
professional product that restores the headlights to
as new condition. During the restoration process,
the corroded plastic and original headlight PC hard

coating are completely removed. The final step is
to apply a new protective gloss UV coating that
effectively restores the headlight to as new condition.
This coating is unique to the Invision system and
delivers long lasting protection.

For a complete video showing the headlight restoration of this
vehicle go to www.invisionsales.com.

1. Protect the paintwork

2. Remove corrosion

3. Sand

4. Clean

5. Apply UV gloss clear coat

Before

For further details about the Headlight Restoration range contact Invision Sales.
www.invisionsales.com
enquiries@invisionsales.com
Ph: 03 9336 2066

After

